Best Practices

**QuickModel** – Creating BPMN 2.0 diagrams has never been easier

“With QuickModel we were able to include even more colleagues in process design.”

Ronald Schwarz,
Project Manager, T-Systems Multimedia Solutions GmbH
Everyone should be involved in process design. QuickModel supports decentralized process discovery and mapping. It allows everyone to create his first BPMN diagram in seconds. By following a spreadsheet-like approach, no previous knowledge of BPMN 2.0 is required.

QuickModel automatically creates BPMN 2.0 diagrams that can be modified in the graphical editor later on.

QuickModel

With QuickModel everybody in the organization can be involved in modeling business processes – even without any knowledge in BPMN 2.0.

The spreadsheet-like design of QuickModel enables process participants to edit general information such as the trigger, results and specific Key Performance Indicators of a process. In addition, it is also possible to define the executing roles, input and output documents as well as IT systems. While editing a simple table, the process is automatically designed in BPMN 2.0.

QuickModel is a professional feature especially suited for people that are rarely working with processes. Using this functionality, they can add their knowledge and expertise to the business processes.

The process models designed in QuickModel can always be revised in the classical editing mode of the Signavio Process Manager. Here, the different elements of processes such as tasks, gateways and attributes can be adjusted. All essential changes that were made in the editing mode of the Signavio Process Manager will also be shown in the QuickModel view. Therewith, also complex process models can be opened and edited using the QuickModel feature. It enables and increases collaborative process design in the organization.

QuickModel nicely integrates with the Signavio process repository and the Collaboration Hub. All changes made to a process model can be tracked using version management. Diagrams created using QuickModel can be published to all employees.

Please find further information here: http://www.signavio.com/quickmodel.

At a Glance

› Spreadsheet-like process modeling
› Collaborative process design
› Process modeling without any knowledge in BPMN 2.0
› Editing process details in a spreadsheet